ROUTE DESCRIPTION

Panasonic Energy Europe NV

From Anvers/Antwerpen (Antwerp):
Follow the E19 (A12) direction Brussels.
On the RO Brussels you follow direction Gent/Gand (E40) till the exit Asse, nr. 10.
From Louvain/Leuven – Liege/Luik
Follow E40 direction Brussels. Take direction Gent/Gand till the exit Asse, nr 10
From Namur/Namen
Follow the E411 direction Brussels and take the RO Brussels direction Antwerp-Gand/Gent
(E19/E40) till exit Asse, nr 10.
From Mons/Bergen-Charleroi
Follow the E19 direction Brussels. You are automatically on the RO Brussels; leave the RO
Brussels through exit Asse, nr 10.
From Gand/Gent
Follow E40 direction Brussels. At the conjunction with the RO Brussels, you follow the RO
Brussels direction E40 Liege/Luik. Take right, N9 and automatically you will be at the exit
Asse, nr. 10. Select direction Asse in the bend.
From the exit Asse, nr 10 you continue as follows:
From Antwerp-Louvain/Leuven, Liege/Luik or Namur/Namen
At the exit you follow direction Asse. You are on the N9. After 200m, you take the exit
‘Relegem – Zellik centre’ (drive up the collision). At the top, you turn left direction “Zellik
Centre/Connexion“ (cross the bridge). At the roundabout, you turn right (sign: ‘Plaatselijk
verkeer’/Local traffic). Arriving at the end of the street, you turn left on the parking lot. You
arrive at Panasonic.
From Gent/Gand or Mons/Bergen
On the exit, you maintain right (do not take the roundabout, just before, maintain right). You
drive under the bridge, you are on the N9. After 200m, you take the exit ‘Relegem – Zellik
centre’. (driving up the collision) At the top, you turn left direction “Zellik Centre/Connexion“
cross the bridge). At the roundabout, you turn right (Plaatselijk verkeer/Local traffic). Arriving
at the end of the street, you can turn on your left the parking lot. You arrive at Panasonic.
From Asse:
Take the N9 direction Zellik-Brussel. Take the junction centre Zellik. You find Panasonic on
50m on your right.

